
A solitary and social icon, based on minimalism 
and diversity. 

A strong and iconic shape that stands out in every room and at the 
same time a flexible and social team player designed to be combined 
in different formations. Jin Kuramoto’s Maki easy chair is a self-
evident expression of his and Offecct’s design identity.

Jin Kuramoto’s Maki easy chair has a simple, innovative and self-
evident form offering plenty of possibilities. It´s a solitary piece with 
clear iconic potential, but also designed so that multiple easy chairs can 
be combined, in a row or with the seats facing different directions. 

“The concept of ‘diversity’ is important in Japanese culture, and also for 
me when I designed Maki easy chair. The chair has a strong and 
symbolic shape, while being flexible in applications and functions. It 
can be used to work, rest, meet and wait – as a lone icon with a strong 
personal presence or together in different formations”, says Jin 
Kuramoto.

The form offers active, flexible seating, which makes it natural to 
change position. The innovative backrest can also be used as support 
while standing. The unconventional shape with an open hollow space in 
the back is inspired by a maki roll – a production challenge requiring 
Offecct´s craftsmanship. 

“The form is based on minimalism and rationalism, a design culture that 
is common for Japan and Scandinavia, while its scope of use is 
expanding towards a free diversity that is increasingly sought after in 
various public environments”, says Jin Kuramoto. 

Maki
by Jin Kuramoto

Jin Kuramoto

Jin Kuramoto graduated from Kanazawa College of 
Art in 1999 and founded his studio in Tokyo in 2008. 
His innovative design focuses on strong, clear 
expressions, whether he’s working with furniture, 
home electronics, cars or fast-moving consumer 
goods. His clientele include the companies Arflex 
Japan, Toyota, Nikon, Audio-Technica and Honda. He 
has previously designed the Jin chair, Wind table and 
Wind room divider for Offecct.
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Contact 
For images and further questions, contact Linn Engelmark, Marketing & Press,  
linn.engelmark@offecct.se, +46 708 72 02 15
Offecct press online: http://www.mynewsdesk.com/se/offecct-ab

Social media
Facebook: offecct, Instagram: offecctofficial, Pinterest: offecct, LinkedIn: Offecct AB

About Offecct
Offecct AB is a Swedish entrepreneur-led company with its headquarters and production 
in Tibro, Sweden. Offecct w as f ounded i n 1 990 b y K urt T ingdal a nd A nders E nglund. 
Offecct has 75 employees, a 20,000 m2 production facility and a yearly revenue of SEK 150 
million. 50% of Offecct’s sales comprise exports to more than 50 countries, and showrooms 
are situated in Stockholm, Gothenburg, Malmoe and Tibro (SE), Oslo (NO), Copenhagen 
(DK), Milan (IT), London (UK), Rotterdam and Amsterdam (NL), Düsseldorf and Munich 
(DE), Zürich (CH), New York (US) and Singapore (SG). Since May 2017 Offecct has been a 
part of Flokk, an international group of companies with a focus on developing furniture for 
working places. In addition to Offecct the group owns HÅG, RBM, RH, BMA, Giroflex, 
Malmstolen, Profim and 9to5 Seating.
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